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Abstract

The study of atomically dispersed metal‐nitrogen electrocatalysts is still lim-

ited in terms of understanding their catalytic mechanism because of the in-

ability to precisely regulate the coordination number and type of N in

combination with the metal elements. Inspired by the high catalytic activity

and selectivity of natural enzymes, herein, we have designed and fabricated

ultrathin carbon nanosheet‐supported Mn single‐atom catalysts (SACs) with a

precise pyrrole‐type Mn‐N4 (PT‐MnN4) configuration using a bio‐mimicking

strategy. The PT‐MnN4 SACs display outstanding oxygen reduction reaction

(ORR) activity, with a half‐wave potential (E1/2) of 0.88 V (vs. revisible hy-

drogen electrode RHE]) and extremely high stability in alkaline media.

Moreover, superior ORR activities are also obtained, E1/2 of 0.73 V and 0.63 V

in acid and neutral electrolytes, respectively, indicating the efficient pH‐
universal ORR performances. The assembled zinc–air battery using the PT‐
MnN4 SACs as air cathodes exhibits a high peak power density (175mW cm−2)

and long‐term stability up to 150 h, implying its promising application in

metal–air batteries. This study has paved the way toward the rational design

and precise regulation of single‐atom electrocatalysts.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Energy conversion devices such as fuel cells and
metal–air batteries are promising for obtaining next‐
generation clean, sustainable, and secure energy.1–4

Among the various metal–air batteries, zinc–air bat-
teries (ZABs) are considered one of the most promising
candidates for obtaining future portable power devices.5

However, the poor activity and stability of the cathodic
materials for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) have re-
mained major obstacles in the practical application of
ZABs.6 Even though Pt‐based materials are generally
considered high‐efficiency electrocatalysts for ORR, the
high cost, scarcity, and poor stability are significant
barriers to their widespread application.7–9 Therefore,
increasingly more studies have focused on the
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development of cost‐effective nonnoble metal catalysts
for the replacement of the platinum‐based catalysts.10–12

In recent years, transition‐metal (TM) single‐atom
catalysts (SACs) have been found to be effective in ORR,
including Cr–N4,

13 Fe–N4,
14 Fe–N5,

15 Co–N4,
16 Ni–N4,

17

Cu–N3,
18 and Zn–N4

19 sites. These TM SACs have been
regarded as the most promising alternatives to commer-
cial Pt/C catalysts. The atomic TM–N moieties in TM
SACs are identified as the catalytic active sites for
ORR.20,21 The different types of TM–N sites possess dif-
ferent electronic structures and adsorption behaviors,
leading to diverse catalytic activities. For example, Zhao
et al.22 fabricated Cu–N4 single‐atom sites and found that
the coordination of pyrrole‐type Cu–N4 was the main
active site rather than the Cu–pyridinic–N4 sites. The
pyrrole‐type TM–N4 sites of metalloporphyrins can mi-
mic the catalytic active center of natural metalloenzymes,
which were reactive for O2 activation/reduction pro-
cesses.23 Previous experimental and theoretical studies
have demonstrated the high catalytic activity and se-
lectivity of metalloporphyrins toward ORR.24,25 More-
over, the development of high‐purity pyrrole‐type TM–N4

sites can enable an in‐depth understanding of the atomic
structure–property relationship of TM SACs.26,27 For
example, Yang et al.28 found that the Fe–pyrrolic N
species not only has high activity but can also activate the
adjacent C atoms as catalytic sites for ORR. Therefore,
metalloporphyrin‐like SACs will possess outstanding
activity and selectivity in ORR. However, it still remains
a challenge to establish an efficient synthetic method to
precisely control and synthesize SACs with pyrrole‐type
TM–N4 sites, which severely hinders the practical appli-
cation of TM–N4 SACs. In addition, to meet the re-
quirements in practical environments, it is worthwhile to
develop stable and highly active electrocatalysts in the
full pH ranges.29,30 However, as far as we know, in-
vestigations of the ORR activity of TM SACs at universal
pH values are still lacking.31

In this study, we present a facile biomimetic‐enzyme‐
induced method for the synthesis of pyrrole‐type Mn‐N4

sites (PT‐MnN4) anchored on ultrathin carbon na-
nosheets by using manganese porphyrin as the Mn
source. The isolated PT‐MnN4 sites were confirmed using
high‐angle annular dark‐field scanning transmission
electron microscopy (HAADF‐STEM) and X‐ray absorp-
tion spectroscopy (XAS). By mimicking the active center
of manganese peroxidase, the precisely regulated PT‐
MnN4 sites possess high intrinsic catalytic activity for
dioxygen activation and high selectivity for the four‐
electron‐transfer ORR in the full pH ranges. Moreover,
the assembled ZABs, using Mn‐N4 SACs as the cathode,
also show a large peak power density and a stable dis-
charge curve.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1 | Materials and methods

All reagents used in this study are analytical grade, used
without further purification. Cyanuric acid (CA) was
purchased from Alfa Aesar Chemicals Co., Ltd. Mela-
mine (M) was supplied by Dingshengxin Chemical In-
dustry Co., Ltd. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH), perchloric
acid (HCl), and potassium thiocyanate (KSCN) were
purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.
Meso‐tetrakis (4‐chlorophenyl) porphyrin‐Mn (III)
chloride was purchased from Beijing InnoChem Science
& Technology Co., Ltd.

2.2 | Synthesis of the PT‐MnN4 catalyst

The PT‐MnN4 samples were synthesized via a one‐step
in situ pyrolysis of a mixture of meso‐tetrakis
(4‐chlorophenyl) porphyrin‐Mn (III) chloride and
melamine‐cyanuric acid (MCA) polymer. Typically, the
MCA polymer colloid was formed by mixing 3.0 mmol of
M and 3.0 mmol of CA in 40mL of deionized water un-
der ultrasound for 30 min. The obtained mixture was
filtered and washed with deionized water three times,
and the resulting MCA polymer colloid was dried at
60°C under vacuum for 12 h. Then, 0.2 g of meso‐tetrakis
(4‐chlorophenyl) porphyrin‐Mn (III) chloride was dis-
solved in 2.0 mL of ethanol and dropwise added in 1.0 g
of a solid MCA polymer. The mixture was ground to form
a homogeneous powder. Finally, the above mixture
powder was subjected to calcination at 450°C for 2 h and
then at 700°C for 1 h under an N2 atmosphere. The
heating rate of the calcination process was 5°Cmin−1.
After that, the product was cooled down to room tem-
perature and a black PT‐MnN4 product was obtained.

2.3 | Synthesis of the nitrogen‐rich
carbon (NC) catalyst

The NC was synthesized by pyrolysis of the pure MCA
polymer using the same procedure as described above.

2.4 | Materials characterizations

The crystalline phase was investigated by X‐ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer
with Cu‐Kα radiation. Field‐emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM) was conducted on a Hitachi SU‐
8010 scanning electron microanalyzer with an
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accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) and high‐resolution TEM (HRTEM)
were performed on a JEM‐2100F field emission TEM at
200 kV. X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was
carried out on an ESCALab MKII X‐ray photoelectron
spectrometer with Mg Kα X‐ray as the excitation source.
N2 adsorption isotherms were performed at 77 K on a
Micrometrics ASAP 2020. Raman spectroscopy was per-
formed using an InVia‐Reflex spectrometer (Renishaw)
with 532 nm laser excitation. The Fe K‐edge XAFS
measurements were performed in a transmission model
at the beamline 1W1B of the Beijing Synchrotron Ra-
diation Facility (BSRF, Beijing, China). C K‐edge and N
K‐edge XAS spectra were measured at the beamline U19
of the National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (Hefei,
China) in the total electron yield mode by collecting the
sample drain current under vacuum higher than 10−7 Pa.
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra
were recorded using a Nicolet Nexus 670 spectrometer.
The Mn loading of the sample was conducted on an in-
ductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer
(ICP‐AES; Thermo Fisher Scientific).

The detailed procedure of the electrochemical mea-
surements and the assembly process of the Zn–air battery
is described in the supporting information.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The PT‐MnN4 sample is fabricated using meso‐tetrakis
(4‐chlorophenyl) porphyrin–Mn (III) chloride and self‐
assembled MCA as the precursors. During the calcina-
tion process (Figure 1A), the MCA gradually carbonized
into nitrogen‐rich carbon nanosheets, whereas the
pyrrole‐type MnN4 structures in Mn–porphyrin mole-
cules were well maintained and in situ‐anchored in the
carbon skeletons. The PT‐MnN4 catalyst exhibits a sheet‐
like structure with a wrinkled surface as observed by the
scanning electron microscope (Figure S1). The TEM
image (Figure 1B) confirms that the PT‐MnN4 is made of
ultrathin carbon nanosheets. The HRTEM (Figure 1C)
image displays highly disordered carbon structures
without the presence of any Mn nanoparticles. The XRD
analysis shows the presence of only one broad peak at
~26° for both pure NC nanosheets and the PT‐MnN4

sample, indicating the presence of graphitic carbons and
the absence of metallic Mn‐based nanoparticles
(Figure 1D). Moreover, the atomic dispersion of Mn
atoms on the carbon nanosheets can be observed by the
aberration‐corrected high‐angle annular dark‐field scan-
ning TEM (AC HAADF‐STEM) (Figure 1E).32 The iso-
lated bright dots of Mn atoms are marked by circles in

FIGURE 1 (A) Schematic illustration of the fabrication of pyrrole‐type (PT)‐MnN4, (B) transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image,
(C) High‐resolution TEM image of PT‐MnN4, (D) X‐ray diffraction patterns of PT‐MnN4 and nitrogen‐rich carbon, (E) aberration‐corrected
high‐angle annular dark‐field scanning TEM (HAADF‐STEM) images, and (F) corresponding selected area of the HAADF‐STEM images
(the bright dots are highlighted by circles). (G) STEM image and corresponding elemental mapping images of Mn, N, and C for PT‐MnN4
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Figure 1F, revealing that the monatomic Mn species are
evenly distributed on the carbon support. The energy‐
dispersive X‐ray (EDX) spectroscopy mapping demon-
strates that Mn, N, and C elements are homogeneously
distributed in the entire PT‐MnN4 sample (Figure 1G).
The Mn loading in the PT‐MnN4 sample is measured to
be 5.09 wt% by ICP‐AES.

The Raman spectra show typical D and G bands lo-
cated at 1340 and 1590 cm−1, respectively, which is
characteristic of graphitic carbons in PT‐MnN4

(Figure S2). At the same time, the ratio of the relative
intensities of the D and G bands (ID/IG) is 0.95 for PT‐
MnN4, indicating its high degree of graphitization. The
graphitic carbons lead to the high electrical conductivity
of the PT‐MnN4 sample, which aids electron transpor-
tation from the substrates to the Mn single‐atom sites.
The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) specific surface
area, calculated from the N2 adsorption–desorption iso-
therms (Figure S3A), is 598m2 g−1 for the PT‐MnN4

sample. The pore size distribution curve confirms the

mesoporous structure of the PT‐MnN4 sample with a
pore volume of 1.54m3 g−1 (Figure S3B). The large BET‐
specific surface area and nanoporous structure provide a
large number of exposed active sites and accessible dif-
fusion pathways for transportation of ions/molecules,
respectively, endowing PT‐MnN4 with high catalytic ac-
tivity.33 The FTIR spectra (Figure S4) of the PT‐MnN4

and NC samples show three characteristic peaks, in-
cluding a broad band at 3423 cm‒1 due to the C–OH and
N–H stretching vibrations, and the bands at 1606 and
1290 cm‒1 correspond to C═N/C═C and C–N stretching
modes, respectively.34,35 As compared with pure NC, the
PT‐MnN4 catalyst displays two new peaks at 830 and
880 cm‒1, which are attributed to the metal‐ligand (Mn‐
N) vibrations and the electronic delocalization effect of
the metalloporphyrin‐like structure, respectively.36 These
results suggest the successful fabrication of the PT‐MnN4

sites supported on the NC nanosheets.
The XPS measurement was performed to probe the

chemical structure of the samples. As shown in

FIGURE 2 (A) C K‐edge NEXAFS and (B) N K‐edge NEXAFS spectrum of PT‐MnN4. Deconvoluted features of (C) peak d and (D) peak
e of the N K‐edge spectra. (E) WT‐EXAFS of the Mn foil, MnO, and PT‐MnN4. (F) FT‐EXAFS curves of PT‐MnN4 and references at the
Mn K‐edge. (G) k space and (H) R space FT‐EXAFS fitting curves of PT‐MnN4 (Inset: Atomic structure model of PT‐MnN4). EXAFS,
extended X‐ray absorption fine‐structure; FT, Fourier transform; PT, pyrrole‐type; WT, wavelet transform
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Figure S5, the survey XPS spectra show the presence of
Mn, C, N, and O elements in the PT‐MnN4 sample and C,
N, and O elements in pure NC. The corresponding ele-
ment contents (Table S1) show that the atomic percen-
tages (at%) of Mn, N, C, and O are 1.7%, 12.4%, 79.5%,
and 6.4%, respectively. The high‐resolution N 1s XPS
spectrum (Figure S6A) can be deconvoluted into three
peaks, corresponding to pyridinic N (398.5 eV), pyrrolic
N (399.7 eV), and graphitic N (401.1 eV).37,38 Specifically,
as compared with pure NC, the peak of pyrrolic N in the
PT‐MnN4 sample shifts to higher binding energy, which
may be due to the strong interaction between Mn atoms
and pyrrolic N species, indicating the presence of pyrrolic
trype Mn‐N bonds.36 As shown in Figure S6B, the con-
tents of the various N species are calculated from the area
of deconvoluted peaks in the XPS spectra. The content of
pyrrolic N is increased from 11.4% for pure NC to 41.4%
for the PT‐MnN4 sample, indicating the successful in-
corporation of the PT‐MnN4 structure into the NC sub-
strates. The high‐resolution Mn 2p XPS spectrum
(Figure S7) shows the peaks located at 641.0 and 652.8 eV
and a specific shake‐up satellite peak at 646.0 eV, corre-
sponding to the Mn2+ species in the PT‐MnN4 sample.39

Moreover, multiple splitting of the Mn 3s XPS peaks
occurs at 5.9 eV, confirming that the valence value of Mn
is about 2.40,41

The electronic structure and coordination informa-
tion of the single‐atom Mn sites is further investigated by
synchrotron XAS. As shown in Figure 2A, the C K‐edge
XAS spectrum of PT‐MnN4 presents three typical peaks
at 292.4 (peak a), 293.6 (peak b), and 296.9 eV (peak c),42

owing to the dipole transition of C 1s electrons to the
electron orbits of π*(C═C), π*(C–N–Mn), and σ*(C–C),43

respectively. The strong electron coupling effect enables
fast and efficient electron transfer across the PT‐MnN4

catalyst, especially to the reactive single‐atom Mn‐N4

sites. The N K‐edge XAS spectrum of the PT‐MnN4

sample is also dominated by three peaks (Figure 2B),
corresponding to the 1s–π* transition of the pyridinic
nitrogen (peak d) and pyrrolic rings nitrogen (peak e),
and the 1s–σ* transition of the graphitic nitrogen (peak
f).43,44 Peak d for pyridinic nitrogen is well fitted by one
peak located at 399.2 eV (Figure 2C), which indicates the
absence of Mn–pyridinic N coordination in the PT‐MnN4

catalyst. Moreover, peak e for pyrrolic N can be decon-
voluted into two peaks located at 401.5 and 402.0 eV,
corresponding to the uncoordinated pyrrolic N and
Mn–pyrrolic N sites, respectively (Figure 2D).36 These
results further demonstrate the successful fabrication of
the pyrrolic N‐coordinated Mn sites. The PT type Mn‐N
bonds will induce charge transfer between the Mn sites
and the NC substrate, thereby boosting the catalytic ac-
tivity of the PT‐MnN4 catalyst in ORR.45,46

The Mn K‐edge X‐ray absorption near‐edge structure
(XANES) of the PT‐MnN4 sample is shown in Figure S8.
The XANES absorption‐edge position of the PT‐MnN4

sample is close to that of MnO, indicating that the oxi-
dation state of Mn is close to 2+, which is in agreement
with the above XPS analysis. The extended X‐ray ab-
sorption fine‐structure (EXAFS) spectra are applied to
further probe the coordination structure of the single‐
atom Mn sites. As shown in Figure 2E, the wavelet
transform (WT) contour plots of the PT‐MnN4 sample
display one intensity maximum at 4.2 Å−1, corresponding
to the Mn–N coordination bond. Moreover, the Mn–Mn
signals are absent as compared to the MnO and Mn foil
references. The Fourier transform (FT) EXAFS spectrum
of the PT‐MnN4 sample obviously shows a peak at 1.47 Å
for the Mn–N bond (Figure 2F), revealing that the Mn
species principally exist in the form of isolated single‐
atom sites. Least‐squares EXAFS curve fitting was con-
ducted to obtain the quantitative structural parameters of
the Mn samples (Figures 2G,H and S9). As can be seen
from the EXAFS fitting parameters (Table S2), the co-
ordination number of the Mn–N bond is 4.0 and the bond
length is 1.95 Å, confirming the formation of Mn‐N4 sites
in the PT‐MnN4 sample. These results clearly prove the
formation of the PT‐MnN4 single‐atom sites. The unique
and precisely regulated PT‐MnN4 sites may endow the
PT‐MnN4 catalyst with high catalytic activity and se-
lectivity in ORR.

The electrocatalytic performance of the PT‐MnN4

catalyst is first investigated using cyclic voltammetry
(CV) and linear sweep voltammograms (LSV) methods in
a 0.1M KOH solution. The CV test shows a well‐defined
cathodic peak for the PT‐MnN4 sample in an O2‐
saturated electrolyte, indicating its excellent ORR activity
(Figure S10). Furthermore, from the LSV measurements
at a rotating rate of 1600 rpm in an alkaline electrolyte
(Figure 3A), the PT‐MnN4 catalyst shows a higher onset
potential (Eon) of 0.95 V and half‐wave potential (E1/2) of
0.88 V as compared with the commercial Pt/C catalyst
(Eon = 0.88 V and E1/2 = 0.84 V) and recently reported
nonprecious metal ORR electrocatalysts (Table S3). The
poor ORR performance of the pure NC (Eon = 0.70 V,
E1/2 = 0.65 V) reveals that the isolated PT‐MnN4 sites can
be recognized as the active sites for ORR. The E1/2 of the
Mn–porphyrin precursor is 0.60 V (Figure S11). As
shown in Figure 3B, the PT‐MnN4 catalyst possesses a
high limiting current density (JL) of 5.80 mA cm−2 and
rapid ORR kinetics with a kinetic current density (Jk) of
12.69mA cm−2 at 0.85 V, which are superior to those of
the NC and Pt/C catalysts. Besides, the PT‐MnN4 sample
shows a much smaller Tafel slope (96mV dec−1) as
compared with the NC (145mV dec−1) and Pt/C
(110mV dec−1) catalysts, indicating its favorable reaction
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kinetics in the ORR process (Figure 3C). The polarization
curves of the PT‐MnN4 catalyst at various rotating speeds
are presented in Figure 3D. It can be observed that Eon

remains constant, whereas JL increases with an increase
in rotating speeds due to the reduced concentration po-
larization at high rotating speeds. The Koutecky–Levich
(K–L) plots of the PT‐MnN4 sample (Figure S12) show
good linearity in the range of 0.3–0.7 V, revealing the
first‐order reaction kinetics for ORR. The catalytic se-
lectivities of the NC and PT‐MnN4 catalysts are evaluated
by rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) measurements. As
shown in Figure 3E, the electron transfer number (n) for
PT‐MnN4 is about 4.0 and the calculated yield of H2O2 is
below 3%, demonstrating the excellent ORR selectivity
through the four‐electron pathways. The interface reac-
tions and kinetics in the ORR are also analyzed by
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). As shown
in Figure S13 and Table S4, PT‐MnN4 displays a smaller
charge‐transfer resistance (21.82Ω cm2) than pure NC
(102.7Ω cm2), which allows faster electrons transfer from
the NC substrates to the Mn‐N4‐active sites. The

electrochemical‐active surface areas (ECSA) of PT‐MnN4

and NC measured by the double‐layer capacitance (Cdl)
are determined to be 25.3 and 4.3 mF cm−2, respectively
(Figure S14). The larger ECSA of the PT‐MnN4 catalyst
promotes the exposure of more accessible Mn‐N4‐active
sites for ORR.47,48

The fuel crossover effect and long‐term stability are
also critical parameters for ORR electrocatalysts. The
chronoamperometric (i–t) responses of PT‐MnN4 and
commercial Pt/C in an O2‐saturated electrolyte are
shown in Figure S15. After the addition of methanol to
the solution, the current density slightly decreased for
PT‐MnN4, but sharply decreased for Pt/C, demonstrating
the excellent methanol tolerance of the PT‐MnN4 cata-
lyst. The durability test shows that the current density
remains over 91% after 22 h (Figure S16) and only a tiny
shift in E1/2 is observed after 3000 potential cycles
(Figure 3F). Also, the morphology and composition of
the PT‐MnN4 catalyst show little change after the OER
test, revealing the robust stability of the catalyst
(Figure S17). The excellent durability of PT‐MnN4 in an

FIGURE 3 (A) LSV curves for ORR of PT‐MnN4, NC, and Pt/C in O2‐saturated 0.1M KOH. (B) E1/2 and Jk of PT‐MnN4, NC, and Pt/C.
(C) Tafel plots for ORR. (D) ORR LSV curves on various rotating rates of PT‐MnN4. (E) Electron transfer numbers (n) and peroxide yields of
PT‐MnN4 and NC. (F) ORR polarization curves of PT‐MnN4 before and after 3000 CV cycles. (G) Geometric structures of the intermediates
OOH*, O*, and OH* for ORR on PT‐MnN4 with an OH* species. (H) Calculated free‐energy diagrams for ORR of pyrrole‐type MnN4,
pyridine‐type MnN4, and NC. CV, cyclic voltammetry; LSV, linear sweep voltammograms; NC, nitrogen‐rich carbon; ORR, oxygen reduction
reaction; PT, pyrrole‐type
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alkaline solution is mainly due to the unique structure of
the robust pyrrolic N‐coordinated Mn‐N4 sites on the
carbon support, preventing the dissolution and aggrega-
tion of Mn species.20,49 The Mn‐N4‐active sites are also
identified using SCN‒ ions as the chemical probe. As
shown in Figure S18, the E1/2 of the PT‐MnN4 catalyst
negatively shifted by 40mV after adding SCN‒ to the
solution, confirming that the Mn‐N4 single‐atom sites are
responsible for the high ORR performance.

In addition, PT‐MnN4‐mediated ORR performances
in acidic (0.5M H2SO4) and neutral (0.1 M PBS) condi-
tions are also explored. It is worth noting that the ORR
performance of the PT‐MnN4 catalyst exhibited E1/2 of
0.73 V in acid electrolyte and 0.63 V in neutral electro-
lyte, which is comparable to that of the commercial Pt/C
(E 1/2 = 0.81 V in acid electrolyte and 0.70 V in neutral
solution) (Figure S19). Moreover, the ORR activities of
the PT‐MnN4 catalyst are comparable to or even surpass
the most commonly reported ORR electrocatalysts
(Tables S5 and S6). As shown in Figure S20, a small Tafel
slope of the PT‐MnN4 catalyst was present in both acidic
(186mV dec−1) and neutral media (195mV dec−1), sug-
gesting a faster ORR kinetics. On the basis of the K–L
equation, the catalytic ORR process follows a first‐order
ORR reaction kinetics as well as a 4e process (Figure S21)
in both acidic and neutral media, which was further
confirmed by the RRDE measurements (Figure S22). The
average n was determined to be 3.9, and the H2O2 yield
was less than 3% in the acid solution, whereas in neutral

media, these values were about 3.80% and 8%, respec-
tively. Therefore, the PT‐MnN4 catalyst follows the 4e−

mechanism in both acidic and neutral media. Further-
more, after 3000 CV scans, the PT‐MnN4 catalyst shows a
negligible decrease, which further demonstrated the
good stability of the catalyst in acidic and neutral con-
ditions (Figure S23).

The influence of the PT‐MnN4 structure on the ORR
process is theoretically studied using density functional
theory (DFT) calculations.42 Figure 3G shows the atomic
interface configuration details of the four‐electron ORR re-
action steps on a PT‐MnN4 catalyst. First, O2 molecules are
adsorbed on the central Mn‐active sites and protonated to
form OOH*. Second, the OOH* is dissociated into O* and
OH*. Finally, the OH* is further converted into an H2O
molecule. The Gibbs free energies for reaction steps of the
PT‐MnN4‐mediated ORR process are calculated (see details
in the Supporting Information). The free‐energy diagrams at
a potential U=0V along with the reaction pathways are
shown in Figure 3H. The calculated Gibbs free energies are
listed in Table S7. For NC, the conversion from O2 into
*OOH is an energetically uphill process, which is not ther-
modynamically favored. For PT‐MnN4, the value of ΔG(4)
(−0.39 eV) is more positive than ΔG(1) (−1.06 eV), ΔG(2)
(−2.72 eV), and ΔG(3) (−0.74 eV), indicating that the reac-
tion pathway from OH* to H2O is the potential‐determining
step (PDS). On the one hand, the Gibbs free‐energy differ-
ence between O2 and OOH* of pyrrole‐type MnN4 is lower
than that of pyridine‐type MnN4 and NC, suggesting the

FIGURE 4 (A) Schematic diagram of primary ZABs with PT‐MnN4 as the air cathode. (B) Discharge curves of a PT‐MnN4‐based Zn–air
battery with current densities from 2 to 30 mA cm−2. (C) Discharge polarization curves and corresponding power density curve plots of
PT‐MnN4‐based and commercial Pt/C‐based ZABs. (D) Long‐term discharge curve under a continuous discharge density of 20mA cm‒2; the
specific capacity was normalized to consume the Zn mass. (E) All‐solid‐state ZABs displaying a measured open‐circuit voltage of ~1.31 V.
Inset: Photograph of a lighted light‐emitting diode powered by two all‐solid‐state ZABs. (F) Photograph of all‐solid‐state ZABs under
different bending angles. PT, pyrrole‐type; ZAB, zinc–air batteries
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pyrrole‐type MnN4‐preferable oxygen adsorption for the
ORR.50 On the other hand, the pyrrole‐type MnN4 displays
much lower PDS energies—ΔG(4) (−0.39 eV)—compared
with pyridine‐type MnN4—ΔG(1) (−0.19 eV)—and the NC
catalyst—ΔG(1) (0.77 eV), confirming the high catalytic ac-
tivity of the pyrrole‐type MnN4 single‐atom sites. These re-
sults provide an atomic‐scale understanding of the high
electrocatalytic activity of the PT‐MnN4 catalyst.

Zinc–air batteries are constructed using a PT‐MnN4‐
loaded carbon‐fiber paper (CFP) as the air electrode and a Zn
foil as the anode in a 6M KOH electrolyte (Figure 4A). For
comparison, a ZAB using a commercial Pt/C catalyst is also
constructed using the same procedure. As shown in
Figure S24, the open‐circuit voltage (OCV) of the PT‐MnN4‐
based ZAB is as high as 1.45V, larger than the OCV f Pt/C
(1.43V), suggesting good intrinsic catalytic performance of
the PT‐MnN4 catalyst. According to Figure 4B, the PT‐
MnN4‐based ZAB shows a small voltage drop at the current
density range of 5–30mAcm−2. More importantly, the dis-
charge can be resumed quickly once the current density is
tuned to 10mAcm−2, suggesting its good reversibility. From
the polarization and power density curves (Figure 4C), it can
be observed that the PT‐MnN4‐based ZAB achieved a max-
imum power density of 176mWcm−2 at a current density of
310mAcm−2, which is significantly higher than that of the
Pt/C‐based ZAB (96mWcm−2). When discharged at a cur-
rent density of 20mA cm−2, the PT‐MnN4‐based ZAB shows
a specific capacity of 750mAhg Zn−1 (Figure 4D), compar-
able to the Pt/C‐based ZAB (specific capacity, 824mAhg
Zn−1) (Figure S25). As shown in Table S8, the PT–MnN4‐
based ZAB exhibits comparable performance to that of the
state‐of‐the‐art non‐precious‐metal catalysts. Moreover, the
PT–MnN4‐based ZAB maintains high stability up to 150 h
when discharging at a current density of 10mAcm−2

(Figure S26), suggesting its outstanding long‐term durability.
The PT‐MnN4‐based all‐solid‐state ZAB shows an OCV of
~1.31V, and two of the ZABs can easily light the light‐
emitting diodes (Figure 4E,D). The all‐solid‐state ZAB also
possesses stable mechanical flexibility even when it is bent at
various angles (Figure 4F), implying the excellent application
potential of the PT‐MnN4‐based ZAB in energy conversion
devices. Based on the above results, the excellent electro-
catalytic performance of the PT‐MnN4 catalyst can be at-
tributed to the following factors: (1) the high‐purity PT‐
MnN4 sites significantly promote the conversion of O2 into
OOH* and enhance the intrinsic activity for ORR, (2) the
existence of massive mesopores in the ultrathin NC support
considerably promotes the utilization of more accessible ac-
tive sites,51,52 and (3) the combination of high intrinsic cat-
alytic activity and enriched catalytic sites of PT‐MnN4

markedly accelerates the ORR processes and a high power
density is achieved when it is assembled into ZABs.53,54

4 | CONCLUSION

In summary, for the first time, PT‐MnN4 single‐atom sites
are constructed using a facile biomimetic‐enzyme‐induced
strategy. Due to the advantages of the regulated electronic
structures and high accessibility of the PT‐MnN4‐active sites,
the as‐obtained catalyst exhibits excellent ORR activity, with
an Eon of 0.95V and E1/2 of 0.88V (vs. RHE) in alkaline
media. Moreover, it also shows high ORR activity and sta-
bility in acid and neutral media. Precisely regulated PT‐
MnN4 sites are identified as the active centers in ORR using
XAS and DFT calculations. Significantly, ZABs, by using the
PT‐MnN4 catalyst as the air cathode, can yield a large peak
power density (175mWcm−2) and stable discharging up to
150 h. This study will open up new avenues for the rational
design and precise regulation of single‐atom electrocatalysts
for energy conversions.
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